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●     A new scent of adventure

May 2006

Tropiques, Lancôme's latest fragrance project, marks the French beauty house's debut into the world of travel retail 
exclusive fragrances. The fragrance - an exotic blend of bilberry, raspberry, mango flower, jasmine, vanilla and 
sandalwood...

●     An apple a day...

May 2006

Estée Lauder's DKNY fragrance brand has launched a number of new additions to its product line. To celebrate the 
summer months a new limited edition bottle has been created for the DKNY Be Delicious fragrance. DKNY Be Delicious 
Kisses...

●     Beauty and the beast
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May 2006

What happens when ethical becomes big business?

●     Beautyworld - Putting on a smile

May 2006

The annual Beautyworld trade show in Frankfurt, Germany, always offers an interesting view of the activities and 
personalities of the German cosmetics market and 2006 was no exception

●     Bronzed Beauties

May 2006

Parfums Christian Dior has expanded its Dior Bronze franchise with the launch of several new seasonal products for 
2006. Forming the centrepiece of the collection is Gelée de Monoï Beautifying Moisturiser for Body and Hair, 
containing...

●     Cheap 'n' chic

May 2006

Taking its lead from the popularity of budget fashion chains on the UK high street comes Active Cosmetics, a new brand 
of make-up items that retail at under £5. 

●     Cognis buys CRL

May 2006

Cognis Care Chemicals has announced the acquisition of polymer specialist Cosmetic Rheologies Ltd (CRL) in a bid to 
strengthen its position in the cosmetics industry. UK-based CRL has strong expertise in polymer research, manufacture 
and...

●     Cosmoprof - Back to the future

May 2006

The 39th Cosmoprof marked the return of some familiar faces and a new focus on its packaging arm, Cosmopack

●     Cracking the code

May 2006

Giorgio Armani has created a new female fragrance, Armani Code to accompany its best-selling masculine fragrance of 
the same name. The feminine scent is described as sparkling and voluminous and incorporates the freshness of Tunisian 
orange...
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●     Estee Lauder sells Stila to Stila Corp

May 2006

Estée Lauder Companies has sold its Stila brand to Stila Corp, an affiliate of venture capital group Sun Capital Partners. 
Stila will be run by a management team led by Jane M McKellar, former md of Elizabeth Arden in Australia. 

●     IFF digital tracking

May 2006

●     In-Cosmetics - It's a record

May 2006

In-Cosmetics 2006 was truly buzzin with visitor numbers hitting an all time high.

●     In-Cosmetics: Something for everyone

May 2006

With enclosed lecture theatres and separated from the main exhibition hall the presentations this year were much easier to 
hear than at recent In-Cosmetic events and attendances were excellent. John Woodruff reports

●     Italy - Testing the water

October 2006

Results show that Italy's C&T market only just managed to hold its own in 2005. However, on the export market results 
paint a very different picture. Will this new growth area really signal a revival inthe country's cosmetic fortunes?

●     It's in her kiss

May 2006

Rimmel London's Rich Moisture Cream Lipstick has been reformulated to provide more moisture and colour for lips. The 
new formula is said to provide 100% moisture for up to eight hours thanks to the Moisture-Lock complex, containing 
meadowfoam...

●     Latin spirit

May 2006

Brazilian naturals brand, Natura is showing no signs of a slowdown in its expansion strategy with the launch of a new 
skin care collection to its popular Ekos range. The brand, which promotes a mantra of well-being through the use of 
natural...
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●     Lornamead on shopping

May 2006

Lornamead has made its first significant purchase in North America with the acquisition of the Finesse and Aqua Net hair 
care brands from Unilever. Together the brands generated $85m in sales in 2005. Lornamead has bought the worldwide 
rights,...

●     Me, myself and I

May 2006

Just Me is the second fragrance from socialite and headline inhabitant Paris Hilton, and is described as a more 
sophisticated follow up to the successful debut scent. The fragrance, described as a head-turner by manufacturer Parlux,...

●     MeadWestvaco looks at expansion after uying Saint-Gobain Calmar

May 2006

The MeadWestvaco Corporation has acquired plastic pump dispenser specialist Saint Gobain Calmar in a $710m cash 
agreement. The transaction, which is subject to anti-trust approval, is due to come into effect from the end of June and 
will...

●     Natural C&T soars in France

May 2006

Sales of natural cosmetics are booming in France as demand for 'natural' goods - products made from plant extracts and 
natural ingredients and containing minimal levels of synthetic compounds - continues to grow. According to a new study...

●     Naturals: The Amazon and beyond

May 2006

The explosion of cosmetic interest in the use of natural ingredients is nowhere more obvious that in its use of natural oils. 
John Woodruff explores the use of oils in cosmetics in their widest sense

●     New House of Fraser bid

May 2006

New takeover speculation surrounding UK high street retailer House of Fraser has heightened after the group confirmed it 
has been approached by a potential buyer. 

●     Nickel opens London spa
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May 2006

Ten years after opening the first men only spa in Paris, Nickel has set up a new spa in London in Covent Garden. 

●     On a lighter note

June 2006

Does anybody actually want all these summer fragrances that are taking over the perfume counters at the moment? Ok, so 
maybe you might switch to something a little lighter in the summer months, but do you really need it to be another take...

●     On course

May 2006

Print specialist 4impression has launched a training programme aimed at senior executives and personnel who are new to 
the print and packaging industry. One-to-One is said to provide 

●     Plastics in the clear

May 2006

A detailed European Commission review of certain phthalates and other plasticisers has decided that plastic ingredients 
linked to chemicals banned in the EU for toys can continue to be used by the cosmetics industry. Some of these products...

●     Private label - Private audience

May 2006

SPC examines the global forces driving an increase in private label products and a shift in their manufacturing

●     Problem solved

May 2006

Cult spa and cosmetics brand bliss has launched a trio of new 'problem solving' products for face and body. Wrinkle 
twinkle is an anti-ageing eye cream said to help prevent and diminish the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles thanks...

●     Sabinsa Europe

May 2006

Sabinsa Corporation has created a European arm to its business in a bid to expand operations on a global level. Sabinsa 
Europe will be based in Frankfurt, Germany and will serve as a sales and distribution hub for Europe.

"The...
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●     Saving face

May 2006

Natural skin care specialist Dr. Hauschka has launched a new waterproof facial sun cream developed for medium sun 
exposure. Protective Face Cream SPF8 is a mineral-based sun cream, designed to be applied over the user's usual skin...

●     Scent of sophistication

May 2006

Following the success of its debut scent, Spanish fashion brand Mango has launched a second fragrance, Mango 
Delerium. The floral oriental musk is described as a more sophisticated sensual fragrance than the first scent and has been 
created...

●     Selective signs Dualstar

May 2006

Fragrance and cosmetic manufacturer and distributor Selective Beauty has announced it has signed a licensing agreement 
with Dualstar for the creation, development and distribution of fragrance and related products under the 
marykateandashley...

●     Summer style by YSL

May 2006

YSL Beauté is embracing summer with the launch of several new limited edition make-up items and a number of line 
extensions. Inspired by YSL Rive Gauche creative director Stefano Pilati's Croisière collection, the new collection 
focuses...

●     Sun safe face

May 2006

Palmer-Cutler has created a new sunless tanning cream for the face that is said to provide continuous moisture and anti-
ageing benefits. Saving Face is the first skin care product of its kind to provide daily moisture, sun protection,...

●     Sunny delight

May 2006

Organic skin care brand Juice Beauty has launched three new skin care products, said to shield the skin against UV 
damage and help against ageing. SPF15 Tinted Lip Moisturiser Trio features three mineral-tinted lip products containing 
guava,...

●     Sweet like chocolate
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May 2006

US hair care brand Sexy Hair has tapped into the trend for gourmand fragrances with its latest hair cleanser, Chocolate 
SoyMilk Shampoo. The sulfate-free product is chocolate milk scented and incorporates chamomile, nettle and horsetail...

●     Tan in a can

May 2006

Salon tanning brand Fake Bake has created an aerosol variant of its successful self-tanning formula. Airbrush is claimed 
to be easy to apply, fast drying and non-comedogenic, allowing skin to breathe. The aerosol can be used at every...

●     The prince of darkness

May 2006

Be careful how you choose your friends say Hans & Elzbieta Brand
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